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Safe Harbor

 This presentation contains “forward-looking” statements that are based on our management’s beliefs and assumptions and on information currently available to management. Forward-looking 

statements include statements under “Outlook” in our press release and any other statements about expected financial metrics, such as revenue, billings, non-GAAP gross margin, non-GAAP 

diluted weighted-average shares outstanding, and non-financial metrics, such as customer growth, as well as statements related to our expectations regarding the growth in adoption of our broader 

Agreement Cloud offering, the benefits of the DocuSign Agreement Cloud and enhancements to it, our estimated total addressable market and the impact of DocuSign Agreement Cloud on such 

market, including our belief that the Agreement Cloud category has the potential to be as big as CRM and ERP one day and that customers will share that belief, our ability to deliver product 

innovation, and our intentions to make charitable donations. They also include statements about our possible or assumed business strategies, potential growth opportunities and potential 

market opportunities.

 Forward-looking statements include all statements that are not historical facts and can be identified by terms such as “believe,” “could,” “potential,” “will,” “would” or similar expressions and the 

negatives of those terms. Forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause our actual results, performance or achievements to be 

materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements. These risks include, but are not limited to, risks and uncertainties 

related to: our ability to estimate the size of our total addressable market; our ability to sustain and manage our growth and future expenses, achieve and maintain future profitability, attract new 

customers and maintain and expand our existing customer base; our ability to scale and update our platform to respond to customers’ needs, rapid technological change and increased competition 

in our market; our ability to compete effectively, expand our operations and increase adoption of our platform internationally; including our ability to deliver the benefits anticipated by enhancements 

to our DocuSign Agreement Cloud; our ability to successfully integrate CLM’s operations; our ability to pay off our convertible senior notes when due; our ability to successfully defend or otherwise 

resolve assertions by third parties that we violate their intellectual property rights; and our ability to respond to a network or data security incident that allows unauthorized access to our network or 

data or our customers’ data. Additional risks and uncertainties that could affect our financial results are included in the section titled “Risk Factors” and “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of 

Financial Condition and Results of Operations” in our annual report on Form 10-K for the year ended January 31, 2019, our quarterly report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended April 30, 2019, and 

other filings that we make from time to time with the SEC. In addition, any forward-looking statements contained in this presentation are based on assumptions that we believe to be reasonable as of 

this date. Except as required by law, we assume no obligation to update these forward-looking statements, or to update the reasons if actual results differ materially from those anticipated in the 

forward-looking statements.

Note: Make sure to insert this Safe Harbor slide after your 
title slide in every presentation.
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Agenda

 Enviando un Sobre

 Adicionando Documento, firmantes y 
etiquetas

 Autenticación (Opcional): OTP – Token SMS

 Firmando...

 Certificado de finalización y Historial
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DocuSign eSignature
 http://demo.docusign.net/
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Enviando un Sobre
 Botón Inicio, Enviar un sobre...
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Enviando un Sobre
 Botón Cargar, Seleccionar un documento...

Documento Cargado
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Enviando un Sobre
 Añadir los firmantes...
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Enviando un Sobre
 Mensaje para los destinatarios...

Importante contrato a firmar
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Enviando un Sobre
 Posicionando las etiquetas...
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Firmando un Sobre
 El firmante recibe una notificación por correo

Importante contrato a firmar
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Enviando un Sobre
 Autenticación por token SMS
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Firmando un Sobre
 Accediendo al documento...
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Contrato Firmado
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Verificando el estado del sobre
 Menú Gestionar, Bandeja Enviado...
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Verificando el estado del sobre
 Historial y Certificado de Finalización
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Verificando el estado del sobre
 Historial y Certificado de Finalización
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¡GRACIAS!




